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Abstract 

In many applications such as sensor networks, similarity search is more practical than 

exact match in stream processing, where both the queries and the data items are always 

change over time. The volumes of multi-streams could be very large, since new items are 

continuously appended. The main idea is to build a small size of synopsis instead of keeping 

original streams by using our proposed techniques, then to provide approximate answers for 

many different classes of aggregate queries. In this paper, we present D-skyline and T-skyline 

methods give almost “true” results on approximated analysis for similarity search query in 

streaming environments. 
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1. Introduction 

There are many real applications require the manipulation of data streams [1-3], e.g., 

sensor networks, telecommunications, web applications, red ocean prediction. In a stream 

application, we need mechanisms to support continuous queries over real time data that is 

continuously updated from the environment. This requirement is significantly different than 

what happens in a traditional database where data is stored in static tables and then existing 

data. Furthermore, a stream scenario brings a number of unique query processing challenges 

due to its vast applicability where the incoming streams go fast, in a very huge size, especially 

for a continuously query emphasizing on fast responses. Here, “continuous” means it will 

never been stop to process data and queries what are always refreshed by real time, not only 

for existing data. One direction is to exploit the sharing computation among the queries and 

objects considered computation sharing of sliding window aggregates. Another direction is 

building small space summaries over data streams to provide approximate answers for many 

classes of aggregate queries. In this paper, we considered both of them to do the analyses for 

the streaming process. Figure 1 shows our general work flows. Multiple evolving streams as 

the input of data stream database, a common approach is to use sliding window structures to 

manage the input data cells and use our proposed skyline techniques to mining the most 
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recent useful datasets, then retain the most representative ones to store in memory and 

construct a synopsis by timestamp segmentation. 

Since multi-streams are usually too large to be stored in main memory, skyline algorithms 

on similarity search are used in the sense that emerged as an important summarization 

technique happens in the main memory. Several algorithms [4-7] have been proposed 

targeting the efficient skyline evaluation on large datasets. These solutions always classified 

into two categories, depending on whether they assume an index. Intuitively, the index-based 

schemes are faster than index-independent strategies, since they avoid accessing the entire 

data collection, yet their applicability is significantly limited by the indexing requirement. 

They may not to be indexed which the data are dynamically produced in many streaming 

applications (such as moving sensors, predicted analysis). 
 

 

Figure 1. Work Flow 

In many stream applications [8-10], similarity search is more practical than exact match in 

stream processing, where both query and data change over time. The length of multi-streams 

can be very large, since new values are continuously appended. Therefore, the similarity of 

multi-streams is expressed by means of the last values of each stream, using a sliding window 

approach. The naïve approach is to delete the old items by using timestamp techniques, to re-

apply the data reduction mining technique to the new items, and finally to store the resulting 

summarized in the access method for the further final approximated result analysis. This 

process is very efficiently both in CPU time and numeric items calculated by one-pass 

processing. Here, we just pay attention to the challenge of real time skyline maintenance on 

data streams [11-15]. Actually, large database is not simply considered as a stream database 

because of streaming data is not only containing huge data volumes, but distributed, 

continuous, rapid, time varying. Therefore, the general techniques may not suit for streams 

exactly. Accuracy and fast responses require approximated answers are more important in 

distributed stream processing for the similarity search. So, focus on similarity search in 

streaming environment, D-skyline and T-skyline methods proposed in this paper to give 

almost “true” results on approximated analysis for different kinds of users needed. We also 

perform data reduction through synopsis data structures to batch processing with particular 

relevance to the data stream computation model over sliding windows. Our experimental 

evaluation has shown the detailed effect for approximated analysis by using different kinds of 

skyline methods, then effectiveness and efficiency of our approach. 
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2. Skyline Operator  

In this paper, we present two algorithms for efficiently processing similar search queries. 

Our proposed two methods named D-skyline and T-skyline which are focus on requirement 

for the lowest space usage and fast response to the users in a high accuracy guarantee results. 

D-skyline algorithm organizes the already computed multi-streams into sub-windows such 

that the candidate similar search tuples can quickly prune if they are dominated by some other 

streams. For a candidate query, only their distance under the threshold are calculated and 

stored into sub-windows. In a defined time series, only the frequent times for each stream 

could be shown in each sub-window, then the most appeared streams as an approximated 

result of similar search queries for the whole sliding window domain. The other unsigned 

items will be removed from memory in order to release space for continuous coming streams. 

T-skyline is similar to D-skyline except one pass on the sub-windows, which need top-k items 

as a list only when there are needed later in a whole sliding window process. Figure 2 shows 

the general skyline example which is only focus on one-to-one process. In the next parts, we 

will show a detailed analysis for our proposed methods, and finally compare with general 

skyline technique give a detailed experiment. 

 

 

Figure 2. An Example of General Skyline One-to-One Process 

2.1. D-Skyline Technique  

The first method D-skyline is inspired by the distance-sensitive: under users afforded 

threshold to select all of multi-streams are compared with object query point to judge them 

who can be processed in the further synopsis process. Figure 3 is an example to express that a 

simply descript D-skyline working flows, incompletely. Q means a query stream, and other 

original streams present in this figure use S1, S2. And the attribute in x-axis shows a 

timestamp running, and in y-axis are compared distance values. D-skyline only concerned 

about those points that contained in the area of afforded distance threshold. Generally, skyline 

always pay attention to solve multi-dimension also say multi-attributes problem. So, our 

proposed technique is not only a distance mining algorithm to reduce the volumes of original 

datasets, also give a method to classify the datasets which direct at some different attributes, 

see the right part of Figure 3. Actually, for these different attributes there are some certain 

special contacts with each other. And these outliers could not simply think that are noisy data, 

maybe they are not having a distinguished feature with others. 

Actually, compare with the general skyline method that each point needs to calculate with 

query stream points and store them all in the memory. However, how to get more exactly 

result on low space usage and fast response are more important for streaming process. 

Typically, skyline is a summarized dataset which have been processed by some useful 

aggregates as a preprocessing phase instead of the whole original datasets from incoming 

streams. Generally, preprocess over stream data is very difficult to implement and costly in 
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processes. One way to evaluate the query over sliding windows which only control the most 

recent datasets and use timestamp to determine data expire. By this way, preprocessing can be 

used and only store the necessary results in synopsis after some partial aggregates is enough. 

Our D-skyline technique is a distance-sensitive technique to construct an unequal synopsis 

under a user afforded distance threshold, and then classify all these datasets labeled. Finally 

base on these labeled datasets in synopsis to find out the most popular ones. The detailed 

algorithm shows in the following: 

 
D-skyline algorithm: 

Input: multi-streams 

Output: Final_list 

θ :threshold 

Dis: distance between query object 

Stream_list: list of selected streams  

Final_list: Top-k streams over returned list 

Begin 

For the whole selected sliding window, 

Sort the set of stream_list;  

If meet timestamp*, calculate distance -θ ≤Dis≤ θ; 

Then sign streams into the stream_list; 

Return Final_list; 

End. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. An Example of D-skyline Technique 

2.2. T-Skyline Technique  

 

 

Figure 4. An Example of T-skyline Technique 

Our second method T-skyline is inspired by the Top-k combined: it’s also base on 

transformed synopsis that contains several the same size sub-windows of Top-k lists, as a 
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preprocess technique on the original data. Figure 4 is a simply example to see how T-skyline 

works, but not full description. We demonstrate that both of our proposed methods as data 

reducing mining techniques are efficiency for similar search over multi-streams distributed 

processing. The important thing is that they give more exactly approximate results as lower as 

possible on space usage. Compare with just proposed D-skyline method, T-skyline has two 

more useful features. One thing is that T-skyline may use the lowest space usage among these 

three methods in a high accuracy. The other one is that T-skyline could give a satisfied 

exactly answer on a more fast response requirement who only need a large result set not 

mention the sequence (see Figure 5, these numerics mean some different streams). Stream 3, 

8 and 1 are in a same level in the result of T-skyline, that means there are the same values for 

them. Certainly, if users require for a small set of sequence results, D-skyline should deal and 

give a better result than T-skyline technique. That’s why in this paper we proposed two 

advanced skyline methods, they are suit for different kinds of user’s requirements. In the 

following evaluation section gives a more detailed explanation. 

The detailed algorithm shows in the following: 

T-skyline Algorithm: 

Input: multi-streams 

Output: Final_list 

θ :threshold 

Dis: distance between query object 

Stream_list: list of selected stream 

T_stream_list: Top-k streams over stream_list 

Final_list:Top-k streams over returned list 

Begin 

For the whole selected sliding window, 

      Sort the set of Stream_list; 

    If meet timestamp* calculate the distance -θ≤Dis≤θ; 

    Then sign streams into the 

stream_list; 

      For sorting stream_list; 

Return T_stream_list; 

Return Final_list; 

End. 

 

 

Figure 5. Approximate Results Comparative Analysis 

3. Experiment and Evaluation 

In our test, we use almost 60000 data from 9 different streams (see Table 1) to evaluate for 

each method, the detailed discussion looks in the following. The general skyline method is 

not considered the sliding window, even not sub-window process. But for D-skyline and T-

skyline, an important performance measure is the number of candidates that each method 

reports after the completion of the distance evaluate step, and to discuss the size of sub-
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window “w” effect by using 100, 200 and 500 items. The other important performance 

measure for T-skyline is the exact value of “k” which determines size of list in each sub-

window. We also give a detailed evaluation of types retrieve rates for a different value of k is 

1, 2 and 5 as shown in Figure 7. By k increasing, labeled different types of streams are also 

increasing. And by w increasing (see Figure 6), types identified may be not increasing except 

all of streams will be signed on a very big afford of distance such as 20 as a warning. D-

skyline will give a high types retrieval ratio than T-skyline, especially for w increasing as 

shown in figure 8, but not more than general skyline method of completed types identified. 

Table 1. Original Data Error Rate 

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 

0.3% 42.63% 0.27% 0.3% 0.54% 0.38% 0.29% 0.27% 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Types Retrieve Rates of T-100, 200 and 500 of T-Skyline Technique 

 

Figure 7. Types Retrieve Rates of Top1, 2 and 5 of T-Skyline Technique 
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Figure 8. Types Retrieve Rates of D-Skyline Technique 

More types identified may be giving a high actuary result, but it also needs more complex 

computation in the further process. Actually, for a given query, the results of these three 

methods are the same exactly in our test, although for an approximated result of D-skyline 

and T-skyline methods. The other more important thing is space usage and the general trend 

of space usage for D-skyline technique is that by “w” increasing it requires less space (see 

Figure 9). This law as it happens on T-skyline technique looks the same (see Figure 10). But 

for a special character “k”, it may need more space when “k” increasing. Compare with 

general skyline shows in Figure 11, general skyline needs the most highest space usage 40% 

than the other two methods which only less than 1%. In order to reduce the high space usage 

for stream processing and fast response for continuous queries, D-skyline and T-skyline give 

more exactly results than traditional method in our test.  

 

 

Figure 9. Space Usage of D-Skyline Technique 
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Figure 10. Space Usage of T-Skyline Technique 

 

 

Figure 11. Space Usage of General Skyline, D-skyline and T-skyline 
Techniques 

4. Summary 

In this paper, focus on similarity search in streaming environment, our proposed D-skyline 

and T-skyline methods give almost “true” results on approximated analysis for different kinds 

of users’ needs. We also perform data reduction techniques to activate synopsis data 

structures in order to batch process a very huge stream datasets concern particular relevance 

to the data stream computation model. The traditional skyline is not suit for streaming data 

process, our proposed D-skyline and T-skyline is more excellent to adapt to this kind of data 

characters. In the test, T-skyline exhibits a more improvement on space usage than the others, 

but an exact result without sequence. D-skyline is also a space usage improvement method to 

give a high accurate result in sequence for a special need. Our experimental evaluation has 

shown the detailed effect for approximated analysis by using different kinds of skyline 

methods, then effectiveness and efficiency of our approach. 
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